... IT DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER

MAI®2PUMPTAURUS

FULL SPEED AHEAD
* The greatest possible flexibility when changing location from the 1st to the 6th floor, from the 6th to the 12 floor, etc.
* Generous conveying distances

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The variable conveying capacity will increase efficiency at construction sites, because time-consuming retooling has been made unnecessary.
No more rights of recourse from the builder because of corrosion or paint residue on the facade.
We guarantee it!

THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
* Robust construction for the toughest uses
* Reliable and low-cost operation
* Modular construction guarantees suitability for all performance ranges

IT CAN ALSO OFFER
* Small but powerful
* Extreme ease of operation
* Stainless steel guarantees freedom from corrosion

TECHNISCHE DATEN
Operating voltage: 400V/3/PE/50Hz
Nominal power: 8.2 kW
Fusing: 32 A
Feed capacity: 5 - 100 l/min
L x W x H: 130 x 80 x 76 cm
Filling height: 76 cm
Total weight: 170 kg
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